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This paper investigates the seismic behaviour of closely spaced fixed-base and isolated building structures in near-fault (NF)
zones. Seismic pounding of fixed-base structures is considered at different heights, being from one or both opposite sides
and at different seismic gap width. The response evaluation results of fixed-base buildings drive towards providing limited,
but adequate, seismic gaps to perform seismic isolation. This aims at reducing structural responses with no seismic pounding
under limited gaps, minimising the possible damage repair and diminishing the needed maintenance works due to strong NF
earthquakes. To achieve that untraditionally, the paper presents a recently proposed seismic isolation system, named roll-in-
cage (RNC) isolator, as a non-traditional solution to avoid direct seismic pounding of isolated buildings with their
surrounding adjacent structures. It was found that the RNC isolator’s buffer mechanism is able to draw down any possible
pounding of the isolated superstructure to be within the isolator solid limits. This entirely prevents direct structure-to-
structure pounding but on the account of amplifying its acceleration and drift responses. However, such amplified responses
might lead to only minor or moderate structural damage under sever NF earthquakes with 1.20g peak ground acceleration.
Nevertheless, such damage could be avoided entirely using stiffer RNC isolators to achieve reduction of seismic response up
to 69.0% under the same severe loading conditions and limited seismic gaps with no seismic pounding. Consequently, the
RNC isolator could be an efficient solution for aseismic design in NF zones considering limited seismic gaps.
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1. Introduction
Adjacent buildings with insufficient separation, having
different dynamic characteristics, may vibrate out of phase
during earthquakes causing pounding between them. The
pounding of structures may lead to severe damage and
even result in complete collapse. Seismic pounding
damage was found to be significant between adjacent
buildings during the 1985 Mexico, 1994 Northridge, 1995
Kobe, 1999 Kocaeli and 2008 Sichuan earthquakes. The
concentrated local damage and increased floor accelera-
tions in buildings are some of the major consequences of
seismic pounding.
Seismic isolation technique aims at reducing the
seismic damage and floor accelerations through the
insertion of a flexible layer between foundation and
superstructure. This achieves a fundamental time period of
the system higher than the predominant energy containing
time periods of earthquake ground motions. However,
seismically isolated buildings are expected and allowed to
experience large displacements relative to the ground
during strong earthquake excitations, especially when the
latter contain long period impulses (Jangid & Kelly, 2001;
Makris & Chang, 2000). In order to accommodate such
large displacements, a sufficiently wide clearance gap
must be provided around the building. Such gaps, in most
cases, cannot be unlimited due to practical constraints.
Therefore, a reasonable concern is the possibility of
pounding of a seismically isolated building against either
the surrounding retaining walls or adjacent buildings
during a severe earthquake.
Pounding of seismically isolated structures, using
various types of seismic isolation systems, was studied
numerically and parametrically in Matsagar and Jangid
(2003). They concluded that pounding affects the response
of a seismically isolated building more when the latter has
a flexible superstructure, an increased number of stories or
relatively stiff adjacent structures, which are the same
conclusions of Anagnostopoulos (1988). Through para-
metric analyses, the effects of pounding of a seismically
isolated building on the effectiveness of seismic isolation
were studied in Komodromos (2008) and Polycarpou and
Komodromos (2010). In those research works, the
behaviour of a seismic isolation system was assumed to
be linear elastic, while no other adjacent buildings were
considered in the simulations. Agarwal, Niedzwecki, and
va de Lindt (2007) examined the case of pounding
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between two-story buildings that were taken to be either
fixed-supported or seismically isolated using a sliding
isolation system with varying friction was considered.
Recently, the effects of seismic pounding on the structural
performance of a base-isolated reinforced concrete
building have been investigated by Pant and Wijeyewick-
rema (2012). It was found that the performance of a base-
isolated building is substantially influenced by pounding.
Moreover, the degree of flexural damage due to pounding
first increases with decreasing separation between
structures and then decreases with further reduction in
the separation.
This study aims at proposing a non-traditional solution
for pounding mitigation of seismically isolated buildings
with adjacent structures through the use of a recently
proposed multi-feature seismic isolation device called roll-
in-cage (RNC) isolator. The proposed solution aims at
optimising the possible damage repairs and minimising the
needed maintenance works after earthquakes. The study
investigates how to achieve efficient seismic isolation,
using the rolling-based RNC isolator, while avoiding
direct structure-to-structure pounding by means of the
inherent buffer mechanism of the RNC isolator, which
draws any possible pounding of the superstructure down
into the solid metallic body of the isolation device itself.
Then, the study investigates how to alleviate any possible
unwanted effects that may arise due to the inner developed
pounding within the RNC isolator bounds. The potential
benefit of this study will be twofold. First, the structure is
seismically isolated, which means simultaneous reduction
of inter-story drift, floor accelerations and base shear.
Second, the needed repair works and retrofitting due to
direct structure-to-structure pounding is avoided or at least
minimised under severe near-fault (NF) earthquakes.
All studies are carried out herein using nonlinear time-
history analysis available in the finite-element-based code
SAP2000 (Computers and Structures, Inc., 2012). There-
fore, a multi-feature SAP2000 model, which was initially
developed in Ismail (2013) for the RNC isolator, is
improved in this paper to account for buffer damping.
Then, the improved SAP2000 model of the RNC isolator is
used herein to simulate the RNC isolators to consider
almost all of its features, characteristics and nonlinearities.
Such SAP2000 model of the RNC isolator is based on
previous numerical (Ismail, Casas, & Rodellar, 2013;
Ismail, Rodellar, & Ikhouane, 2009a, 2009b; Ismail,
Rodellar, & Ikhouane, 2010; Ismail, Rodellar, &
Ikhouane, 2012; Ismail, Rodellar, & Pozo, 2014) and
experimental (Ismail & Rodellar, 2014a, 2014c) charac-
terisation of the device, in addition to its full mathematical
modelling published in (Ismail et al., 2013). However,
none of the above publications by the authors have
considered seismic pounding of RNC-isolated buildings
with surrounding closely spaced structures under severe
NF ground motions.
This paper aims at providing efficient anti-seismic
protection of multistory buildings (with no seismic
pounding of the RNC-isolated superstructures with
adjacent structures) using the RNC isolator under limited
or insufficient seismic gaps and strong NF earthquakes,
which are rich in displacement and velocity pulses. The
problem of adjacent structures’ pounding is addressed first,
in this work, considering fixed-base structures. The results
of this stage are used as a reference for comparison with
the next stage, where the proposed approach is presented.
In both stages, all adjacent structures are assumed to be
fixed-base and rigid non-deformable bodies to focus
mainly on the effects of the proposed approach on the the
structure under consideration. In addition, to represent a
virtual vertical surrounding limit that must not be exceeded
by the RNC-isolated structure under consideration. The
impact of certain parameters, such as the structural and
isolator characteristics under severe seismic excitations, is
investigated.
2. The RNC isolator
The existing isolation systems are based on well -known
and accepted physical principles, but they are still having
some functional drawbacks. Therefore, the RNC isolator
has been recently proposed (Ismail, 2009; Ismail, Rodellar,
& Ikhouane, 2008; Ismail et al., 2010) as an attempt of
enhancement, see Figure 1. It is a rolling-based isolation
system to achieve the maximum possible structure–ground
decoupling and, therefore, to minimise the seismic force
transfer to the isolated structure. It is designed to achieve a
balance in controlling isolator displacement demands and
structural accelerations. It provides in a single unit all the
necessary functions of vertical rigid support, horizontal
flexibility with enhanced stability, hysteretic energy
dissipation and resistance to minor vibration loads.
Although the rolling core is quasi-ellipsoidal, the RNC
isolator generates no vertical fluctuation of isolated
structure during motion due to the inner curvatures of the
upper and lower bearing plates. Moreover, the RNC
isolator is distinguished by two unique features: (1) a self-
stopping (buffer) mechanism to limit the isolator displace-
ment under severe seismic excitations, such as NF
earthquakes, to a preset value by the structural designer;
and (2) a linear gravity-based self-recentring mechanism
that prevents residual displacement after earthquakes. Such
recentring mechanism is a result of adopting a quasi-
ellipsoidal shape of the rolling core.
Besides the rolling-based motion mechanism, which
requires less lateral forces to initiate and maintain high
degree of structure–ground decoupling compared to other
motion mechanisms of the elastomeric-based and friction-
based isolation systems, the RNC isolator is provided with
a consistent design of the lateral stiffness mechanism to
get the most benefit of that rolling-based motion
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mechanism. Such design advantage lies in the indepen-
dency of both vertical bearing mechanism and the
mechanism that provides lateral pre-yield stiffness against
minor vibration loads. This independency allows for
accurate tuning of the initial pre-yield stiffness to permit
the commencement of the seismic isolation process, or
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1. The RNC isolator: (a) full isometric view; (b) vertical half-sectional views; (c) three-dimensional partial sectional view.
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structure–ground decoupling, just after the seismic forces
exceed the maximum limit of minor vibration loads,
contrary to the available isolation systems. To support
heavy and extra heavy structures, the RNC isolator is
provided with a linear hollow elastomeric cylinder, with a
designed thickness, around the rolling core to represent the
main vertical load carrying capacity, while the rolling core
itself works as a secondary support in this case. The RNC
isolator can be available in different other forms to suit the
structure or object to be protected. More detailed
description and thorough treatment of the RNC isolator
is found in Ismail (2009).
2.1 RNC isolator’s force–displacement relationship
Extensive series of simulation tests were carried out in
Ismail et al. (2010, 2013, 2014) to identify the mechanical
characteristics of the RNC isolator using real-scale and
small-scale prototypes numerically. Those tests are
followed by thorough experimental verification using
several sets of 1/10 small-scale prototypes of the RNC
isolator having different configurations, characteristics
and materials. Figure 2(a) shows a constructed 1/10
reduced-scale experimental prototype of the RNC
isolator having a design load of 5000.0N and is made
of stiff aluminium. Figure 2(b) shows the experimental
prototype during dynamic testing and characterisation.
More information on the experimental characterisation of
the RNC isolator is found in (Ismail & Rodellar, 2014b).
It is worth mentioning that all experimental tests were
directly supported and entirely funded through the
director of the CoDAlab research group and are carried
out using the whole facilities of the CoDAlab laboratory
in Spain.
According to the deep characterisation of the RNC
isolator, its measured force–displacement relationship of a
corresponding real-scale modelling is of hysteretic nature
with two-edge pounding peaks due to the activation of
buffer mechanism under earthquakes stronger than the
design earthquake, as demonstrated by Figure 3 using
scaled (magnified) Imperial Valley earthquake. If the
earthquake-induced isolator displacement is lower than or
equal to the design displacement xdes, the RNC isolator’s
buffer will not be activated, leading to a typical hysteretic
force–displacement relationship with no developed
pounding peaks at the edges because the inner pounding
is non-existent in this case, as shown in Figure 3 under
non-scaled Imperial Valley earthquake.
The main three components that constitute the RNC
isolator’s total restoring force Fb are the linear self-
recentring component FbR, the hysteretic damping
component FbH and the linear buffer pounding component
FbB, as illustrated in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows a schematic
plot of the RNC isolator’s typical complete force–
displacement relationship with the main constituting
components and parameters, while more information
about full mathematical modelling of the RNC isolator is
found in Ismail et al. (2013). More details about designing
and building experiments are found in Ismail and Rodellar
(2013) and Ismail and Rodellar (2014a, 2014c), while
further information about the experimental characteris-
ation of the RNC isolator is found in Ismail and Rodellar
(2014b).
2.2 RNC isolator’s buffer
Figure 6 shows an RNC isolator design, for light to
moderate weight structures, at neutral and maximum
deformed positions. Different components of the RNC
isolator are configured to provide a built-in buffer
mechanism. The upper and lower bearing plates have
vertical right-angle edge walls, along their outer
perimeters, to conform with two corresponding right-
angle grooves that are cut in the rolling core’s solid body.
Both right-angle edge walls and grooves constitute a stiff
lock mechanism after a certain design displacement, xdes,
that are specified by the structural designer, as shown in
Figure 6(a),(c). The rigid rolling core can work as a rigid
link member in compression between the upper and lower
bearing plates, as shown in Figure 6(d),(f) to stop the
isolator motion at this point within a small braking
distance. Such braking distance depends mainly on the
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Figure 2. Experimental small-scale prototypes of the RNC isolator: (a) before experimental testing; (b) during experimental testing.
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shock severity and the lateral stiffness of the edge walls of
the bearing plates. The weight of the isolated shear
structure prevents the rolling core from stepping over the
vertical edge walls.
The buffer mechanism aims at preventing uncontrolled
isolator displacement and to maintain the isolated structure
stability under earthquakes stronger than a design earth-
quake. In addition, it could be particularly useful in
avoiding direct pounding of RNC-isolated structures with
surrounding adjacent structures in the case of limited
seismic gaps especially under severe ground motions,
which is the main objective of this paper, because
pounding (if any) will take place only within the solid
metallic body of the RNC isolator.
Probably it is worth explaining the behaviour of the
RNC isolator just after exceeding a certain horizontal
design displacement xdes, according to Figure 5. The
integrated buffer has a unique stiffness kB, which is always
higher than the dampers stiffness. The kB is activated only
after exceeding the design displacement and it is
represented with the steeper slope in Figure 5 in the first
and the third quadrants. The activation of the buffer
stiffness means deactivation of the dampers stiffness and
conversely. The less steep slope is attributed to the less
stiff metallic yield dampers, which are reactivated again
when the buffer mechanism becomes deactivated as the
RNC isolator reaches the end of stroke and start to reverse
its direction of motion.
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Figure 4. The normalised individual components of the force–displacement relationship of the RNC isolator under scaled Imperial
Valley earthquake: (a) self-recentring force; (b) hysteretic damping force; (c) buffer pounding force.
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Figure 3. The force–displacement relationship of the RNC isolator under Imperial Valley earthquake, considering activation (under
magnified scaled earthquake) and deactivation (under non-scaled earthquake) of the buffer mechanism: (a) input ground acceleration; (b)
isolator horizontal shear force; (c) force–displacement relationship; (d) isolator horizontal shear displacement; (e) isolator inner pounding
in case of active buffer mechanism (under magnified scaled earthquake).
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2.3 RNC isolator’s mathematical modelling
The main and unique features of the RNC isolator were
thoroughly modelled mathematically in Ismail et al.
(2013) as follows:
Fb ¼
FbH þ FbR if jxbj , xdes;
FbH þ FbR þ FbB if jxbj . xdes;
(
ð1Þ
where Fb is the total restoring force of the RNC
isolator; FbH is the hysteretic restoring component,
which is modelled using the Bouc–Wen model (Ismail,
Ikhouane, & Rodellar, 2009); FbR is the self-recentring
component; FbB is the buffer or self-stopping com-
ponent; xb is the base displacement and xdes is the design
horizontal displacement of the RNC isolator, after which
the buffer or self-stopping mechanism is activated to
limit the base displacement xb. More detailed infor-
mation about Equation (1) is found in Ismail et al.
(2013).
3. SAP2000 modelling of the RNC isolator
A schematic plot of the developed SAP2000 model of the
RNC isolator is shown in Figure 7. Such model represents
a full-featured and handy model of the RNC isolator using
SAP2000 away from mathematical complexities and time-
consuming computation efforts. In addition, the SAP2000
representation of the RNC isolator takes into account the
following eight inherent characteristics of the isolation
device:
. self-recentring;
. hysteretic damping;
. buffer or self-stopping;
. design displacement;
. vertical rigidity;
. horizontal flexibility;
. no uplift;
. pre- and post-yield stiffness.
However, the above SAP2000 modelling of the RNC
isolator does not account for buffer damping. Therefore,
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Figure 5. Schematic force–displacement relationship of the RNC isolator.
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such additional characteristic is appended to the model
through the next section.
3.1 Modelling of the RNC isolator’s buffer
mechanism’s damping in SAP2000
In Ismail et al. (2013), the RNC isolator’s buffer
mechanism was mathematically modelled as an elastic
buffer after neglecting the buffer damping component.
In the current study, a force-based impact model is used,
assuming an impact spring and an impact damper exerting,
in parallel, impact forces to the colliding RNC isolator’s
elements whenever the design distances are exceeded.
Actually, it is a small variation of the linear viscoelastic
impact model that had been initially proposed by
Anagnostopoulos (1988), in which the tensile forces
arising at the end of the restitution period are omitted and a
small plastic deformation is introduced, which increases
the available clearance. In particular, when a contact is
detected, the RNC isolator’s impact restoring force
component FbB is estimated at each time step using the
following formula:
FbB ¼
0 if jxbj , xdes;
kBðt þ DtÞdðtÞ þ cB _dðtÞ if jxbj . xdes;
(
ð2Þ
where dðtÞ is the interpenetration depth ðxbðtÞ2 xdesÞ, _dðtÞ
is the relative velocity between the colliding bodies, kB is
the buffer spring’s stiffness and cB is the buffer impact
damping coefficient. cB is computed according to the
following formulas, provided by Anagnostopoulos (1988),
based on the conservation of energy before and after
impact:
cB ¼ 2 jB
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kB
m1m2
m1 þ m2
r
; ð3Þ
jB ¼ 2 ln ðCORÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2 þ ðln ðCORÞÞ2
p ; ð4Þ
where m1, m2 are the masses of the two bodies, which are
the superstructure above the RNC isolator and the
(a) (c)(b)
(d) (f)(e)
Farthest
left position
Structural weight
Structural weight Structural weight Structural weight
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ReactionReactionReaction
ReactionReaction
Structural weightStructural weight
Neutral
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Farthest left
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Neutral position Farthest
right position
Ground
Structure
Ground
Structure
Design
disp.
Design
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Figure 6. The integrated buffer mechanism of the RNC isolator: (a) to-the-left farthest deformed position; (b) neutral position; (c) to-
the-right farthest deformed position; (d) to-the-left farthest deformed position with rigid link approximation; (e) neutral position; (f) to-
the-right farthest deformed position with rigid link approximation.
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foundation substructure below the RNC isolator, respect-
ively; and COR is the coefficient of restitution, which is
defined as the ratio of relative velocities after and before
impact (0 , COR # 1). The buffer damping component is
represented using a gap element with zero stiffness, to
represent only the design displacement, connected in
series with a damper element with zero displacement too,
to represent the pure buffer damping.
3.2 Verification of the obtained SAP2000 model of the
RNC isolator
In this section, the validity of the obtained complete
mathematical model, expressed by Equation (1), and the
full SAP2000 model, illustrated in Figure 7(b), of the RNC
isolator is checked. The SAP2000’s model parameters are
tuned, using a trial and error method, to closely match the
experimentally measured force–displacement relationship
of the RNC isolator shown in Figure 3(c) together with the
output of the mathematical model obtained in Ismail et al.
(2013). The discrepancy between the three models’
outputs is quantified using the L1 and L1 norms and the
corresponding relative errors 1:
kfk1 ¼
ðTe
0
j f ðtÞjdt; ð5Þ
kfk1 ¼ max
t[½0;Te
j f ðtÞj; ð6Þ
11;1 ¼ kFm 2 Fbk1;1kFmk1;1 ; ð7Þ
The relative error 11 quantifies the ratio of the bounded
area between the output curves to the area of the measured
force along the excitation duration Te, while 11 measures
the relative deviation of the peak force.
Table 1 lists the relative errors, 11 and 11, between the
total restoring forces of the RNC isolator under El-Centro,
Kobe and Northridge earthquakes considering three
outputs: the measured, the mathematical and the
SAP2000 total restoring forces. A graphical comparison
between the RNC isolator’s force–displacement relation-
ship due to reduced-amplitude Northridge earthquake is
Table 1. Relative errors between the total measured, mathematically predicted and SAP2000 modelled restoring forces of the RNC
isolator under El-Centro, Kobe and Northridge earthquakes.
Earthquake
El-Centro Kobe Northridge
Models 11 (%) 11 (%) 11 (%) 11 (%) 11 (%) 11 (%)
Measured vs. mathematical 0.21 1.38 0.59 0.60 0.23 1.31
Measured vs. SAP2000 2.74 0.52 2.19 1.47 2.32 1.71
Mathematical vs. SAP2000 2.65 0.79 2.32 1.15 2.36 2.63
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Figure 7. Full modelling of the RNC isolator using SAP2000’s elements.
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plotted in Figure 8. Figure 8(a)–(c) demonstrates the
hysteresis loop shapes considering full buffer deactivation,
buffer activation from one side and buffer activation from
both opposite sides, respectively. According to Table 1
and Figure 8, the errors are effectively small enough to
lead nearly to the same results considering any of the three
RNC isolator models. Although the errors of both
experimentally measured and mathematical approaches
are smaller, using these two models is much more
complicated and time-consuming than using the SAP2000
model. Therefore, regarding flexibility, versatility, com-
putation efforts, ease of use and wide sets of users, the
SAP2000 model could represent another more practical
alternative to express the RNC isolator’s behaviour
without sacrificing or losing the modelling accuracy.
4. Structural model
Figure 9 shows a schematic diagram of the RNC-isolated
linear multistory structure, which is surrounded with a
fixed-base rigid U-shaped adjacent structure, for this
study. The structure is a symmetric 3D building of five
bays, each of 8.0m span, with two end cantilevers, each of
2.5m length, in both horizontal directions. It has eight
floors plus the isolated base floor with a typical story
height of 3.0m. The base-isolated building is modelled as
a shear-type structure supported on 36 heavy load RNC
isolators, Figure 1, one under each column. Each floor has
two lateral displacement degrees of freedom (DOF) beside
one rotational DOF around the vertical axis. The structure
is excited by a single horizontal earthquake component at a
time in XX and YY directions, separately.
Fixed-base rigid
adjacent structureRNC-isolated structure
under consideration
X
Y
Figure 9. RNC-isolated eight-story structure surrounded with fixed-base rigid U-shaped adjacent structure.
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Figure 8. Experimental, analytical and SAP2000 force–displacement relationships comparison under reduced-amplitude Northridge
excitation: (a) buffer mechanism is not activated; (b) buffer mechanism is activated from one side; (c) buffer mechanism is activated from
both sides.
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The superstructure is assumed to remain elastic during
the earthquake excitation and impact phenomenon. The
construction material of the isolated structure is normal-
weight reinforced concrete with a total material volume of
4068.36m3, a total weight of 101,709.0 kN and a total
mass of 10,368 kN s2m21. The structural foundation is
assumed to be rigid and supported on rocky soil. The fixed-
base structure has a fundamental period of 0.436 s and
modal frequencies of 2.29, 6.80, 11.06, 14.94, 18.29,
21.02, 23.03 and 24.26Hz for modes from one to eight,
respectively. The structural damping ratio for all modes is
fixed to 2.50% of the critical damping. This damping value
is conservative in order to better judge the ability of the
RNC isolator to improve the structural responses at low
structural damping; in other words, to investigate the
device effectiveness under harsh loading conditions and
relatively small contribution of structural damping to the
response improvement. The example structure is assumed
to behave always elastically.
To determine the seismic pounding forces between the
considered structure and its surrounding adjacent one, a set
of unidirectional nonlinear gap elements (available in
SAP2000) are used at the topmost corresponding points at
both structures. Each element has a certain gap input along
the direction of its length, which is the same as the actual
chosen seismic gap between structures. When the peak
structural displacements exceed that gap in a certain
direction, pounding will take place and then its value is
estimated by the gap element in that direction. The gap
elements output zero pounding as long as the peak
structural displacements are lower than the chosen gap
width.
Several RNC isolators are designed for this study. For
example, one design is able to accommodate a travel
design displacement, xdes, of 650mm. Just after exceeding
that selected xdes, the self-stopping (buffer) mechanism is
directly activated to stop motion over a stopping distance
xbrake. The stopping distance depends mainly on pounding
force intensity, FbB, and the selected buffer stiffness kb.
That designed RNC isolator example is 1.35m high. The
outer diameter of the upper and lower bearing steel plates
is 2.43m. It is provided with 16 hysteretic mild steel
dampers of the shape shown in Figure 1, each having a
diameter of 40mm.
To enable adequate vertical load capacity, the RNC
isolator is provided with a linear hollow elastomeric
cylinder around the rolling core to represent the main
vertical load-carrying capacity, while the rolling core itself
works as a secondary vertical support in this case. The
inner and outer diameters of the hollow elastomeric
cylinder are 1.73 and 2.33m, respectively. This linear
elastomeric part was initially designed to follow some
available recommendations of the Uniform Building Code
(UBC, 1997) and American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO LRFD, 2005), to
provide a minimum vertical load capacity of 4000.0 kN at
the extreme deformed position of buffer and to provide
times that capacity at neutral or less deformed positions.
The designed RNC isolators for this study may be seen
large but their chosen dimensions allow for a really big
peak horizontal displacement of 650mm under ground
motions. Such dimensions are nearly linearly proportional
to the requested peak displacement or design displacement
of the RNC isolator, after which its inherent buffer
mechanism is activated. For example, all dimensions
could be reduced to almost one-half if the peak horizontal
displacement of the RNC isolator was set to 325mm
instead of 650mm. A stiff upper isolated base slab with
inverted girders could account for the difference in
dimensions between the columns and the device. The
device requires monitoring after each excitation,
especially the metallic yield dampers. However, the
experimental testing of the RNC isolator (Ismail &
Rodellar, 2014b) showed that metallic yield dampers
could last for several hours under continuous shaking
without damage
5. NF earthquakes
NF ground motion are characterised by one or more
intense long-period velocity and displacement pulses that
can lead to a large isolator displacement (Jangid & Kelly,
2001; Murat & Srikanth, 2007). Therefore, three NF
ground motions of different intensities, velocity and
displacement pulses are considered to evaluate the
performance of the RNC isolator’s self-stopping (buffer)
mechanism. These NF ground motions were obtained
from the near-most stations to the fault rupture, with
intensities that range from 0.27g to 1.23g to represent
relatively low to severe intensity NF earthquakes. The
peak ground accelerations (PGA), velocities (PGV) and
displacements (PGD) against their corresponding time
instants of each ground motion are listed in Table 2.
On measuring the intensity of NF ground motions (Makris
& Black, 2004), revealed that the PGA is a better
representative intensity measure than the PGV. Accord-
ingly, the used NF ground motions are sorted by their
PGA in an ascending order.
Another measure of the ground motion characteristics
is through comparing their response spectra. Figure 10
compares the acceleration, velocity and displacement
response spectra of the used three NF ground motions as
well as the mean spectrum in each case. Figure 10(a),(b)
justifies the selection of an example structure with a
fundamental period less than 0.50 s. Such selection
produces high structural responses under the three NF
earthquakes because of high spectral accelerations and
velocities within that zone. This provides a challenging
situation to examine the proposed solution of response
improvement using the RNC isolator.
[AQ5]
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Although the NF earthquakes are characterised by
having large vertical accelerations, those acceleration
components are not considered in this study. The reason
beyond neglecting the vertical acceleration components
is that they will have minor contribution to the peak
horizontal structural displacements, especially in the
case of symmetric structures as in this paper. Therefore,
such acceleration components will not influence the
seismic gaps determination nor the lateral seismic
behaviour of closely spaced structures, which is the
objective of this paper.
6. Pounding of fixed-base adjacent structures
The RNC isolator’s buffer intends to draw any possible
seismic pounding down to the isolation level to be only
within the bearing bounds, keeping the isolated structure
always distant from direct pounding contact with adjacent
structures. Therefore, there is a need to investigate the
influence of changing pounding location, from top to
bottom along the structure height, on the structural
response and to study how pounding could negatively
affect a structure in general. For this reason, a series of
dynamic analyses has been conducted in order to
investigate the case of having a fixed-base building
adjacent to other rigid fixed-supported buildings of
different heights, to exhibit direct structure-to-structure
pounding at different floor heights and from one or two
opposite sides. Another objective of this study is to use its
results as a reference of comparison with those results of
Section 7.
6.1 Influence of pounding location on structural
response
Figure 11 shows eight different loading cases, of the
example structure of Figure 9, for consideration in this
section as a fixed-base structure. In addition, four more
similar structures are considered but with different mass
and stiffness properties to introduce the effects of variable
structural mass and stiffness. The seismic gap is chosen as
30.0mm to achieve structural pounding in almost all cases
under the three real NF earthquakes of Table 2. Using the
nonlinear time-history analysis, the obtained results are
listed in Tables 3 considering that all structures behave
linearly before pounding and remain elastic after
pounding. In each load case of Figure 11, the topmost
floor or plan of the rigid adjacent variable-height structures
(plotted in solid grey) is connected to the corresponding
floor of the example structure, at the same height, through
a set of six horizontal, unidirectional and nonlinear gap
elements having a horizontal stiffness of 25e5 kN/m to
account for seismic pounding of structures.
In addition to the pounding severity, the peak absolute
structural acceleration acceleration ratio is considered as a
performance measure because a sudden stopping of
displacement at the pounding level results in large and
quick acceleration pulses in the opposite direction. Such
acceleration ratio represents the quotient of peak absolute
accelerations just after and before pounding. The high-
lighted acceleration ratios of Table 4, in bold italic fonts,
indicate that the peak absolute acceleration after pounding
takes place at the topmost floor, whereas the other values
means that the peak absolute acceleration is located at a
different floor where pounding occurs. Both of structural
pounding severity and acceleration ratio, in this section,
are referred to as the structural response. Based on
Tables 5, the main observations are as follows:
. The earthquake-induced pounding is unfavourable
for a structure, as it significantly increases the peak
absolute floor accelerations and, therefore, increases
obviously the structural capacity demand.
. The vertical location of pounding and/or being from
one or two opposite sides influence significantly the
distribution of story peak responses and pounding
intensity through the building height. At the same
lateral stiffness of an adjacent structure, the worst
influence of pounding on structural responses arises
Table 2. Main characteristics of the NF ground motions used in this study.
Peak
acceleration
(g)
Peak velocity
(cm/s)
Peak
displacement
(cm)
No. Earthquake name Magnitude
Distance to
fault (km) PGA Time PGV Time PGD Time
1 Kobe, Japan 08 6.90 0.30 0.69 6.02 69.9 6.58 27.2 6.02
(1995). Station name: Takarazuka
2 Northridge 188 6.69 5.20 0.83 3.51 119.8 3.44 35.1 3.02
(1994). Station name: Sylmar – Conv. SE
3 San Fernando 1648 6.61 1.80 1.23 7.76 114.7 3.07 36.1 7.81
(1971). Station name: Pacoima Dam
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when it takes place within the upper two-thirds of
the structure height, while significantly less
amplified structural responses become apparent, in
most cases, as pounding occurs at the lower third of
structure height. In addition, single-side pounding is
more severe than double-side pounding and leads to
higher acceleration responses, especially in flexible
and heavy mass structures.
. The peak structural responses due to pounding are
usually located within the top third of structure
height, particularly the topmost floor as in stiff
structures, except the cases of heavy mass and
flexible structures where the amplified peak
responses are worse and take place at the pounding
floor level.
. Pounding severity is sensitive to even relatively
small variations of structural mass and stiffness
properties as well as the excitation characteristics,
leading to notable variations of amplified structural
responses. At the same seismic gap, both flexible
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Figure 10. Elastic response spectra of the used NF ground motions.
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and heavy mass structures are more susceptible to
severe pounding, with adjacent strictures, than
stiffer and lighter mass structures. Moreover, the
peak displacement and velocity pulses of ground
motion could significantly influence pounding
severity and structural response amplification,
sometimes, more than the PGA itself.
. Pounding is a highly nonlinear phenomenon and
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Figure 11. Different considered cases of study regarding possible pounding levels and directions using a fixed-base structure surrounded
with adjacent rigid structures.
Table 3. Structural response quantities, the case of fixed-base structure (kN, m, s).
Fixed-base structures
Kobe earthquake Northridge earthquake San Fernando earthquake
Case
Acceleration
ratio
Structural
pounding
force
(kN)
Acceleration
ratio
Structural
pounding
force
(kN)
Acceleration
ratio
Structural
pounding
force
(kN)
25% lighter structure, fundamental vibration period ¼ 0.37784 s
1 4.15 70,440 5.17 135,960 1.88 95,700
2 3.18 67,440 3.18 104,880 1.83 128,040
3 2.06 40,860 3.08 99,960 1.47 93,300
4 1.00 0 2.49 55,260 2.87 109,140
5 5.43 92,340 3.72 102,060 2.75 113,160
6 3.35 85,320 3.12 106,920 1.79 143,040
7 1.95 38,520 2.72 89,580 1.55 111,180
8 1.00 0 1.77 42,660 2.36 111,060
Normal weight structure, fundamental vibration period ¼ 0.436 s
1 4.05 147,120 4.64 153,540 2.35 151,320
2 3.17 118,020 5.29 163,740 3.10 203,100
3 3.40 112,440 4.17 113,100 3.05 244,980
4 2.07 45,960 1.43 29,280 3.77 210,420
5 4.36 138,360 4.85 140,520 4.15 238,260
6 2.87 106,440 5.56 211,440 2.80 252,240
7 2.99 98,340 3.58 101,340 3.11 259,680
8 1.17 39,960 1.12 18,780 2.00 137,400
25% heavier structure, fundamental vibration period ¼ 0.48779 s
1 3.76 181,440 4.47 140,940 2.94 214,800
2 2.31 139,440 6.74 203,160 3.70 241,740
3 2.56 153,660 3.72 110,580 3.17 304,920
4 4.07 174,180 3.50 81,180 3.46 187,800
5 4.17 203,760 4.75 129,300 5.73 270,360
6 2.89 168,780 3.78 134,280 4.37 300,960
7 3.16 192,840 2.81 100,020 3.09 188,220
8 3.09 141,240 2.50 73,980 2.45 142,500
[AQ14]
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Table 5. Influence of gap width on structural acceleration and pounding intensity, case of fixed-base structure (kN, m, s).
Fixed-base structures, Kobe earthquake
Gap 5 25%xn2max Gap 5 50%xn2max Gap 5 75%xn2max Gap 5 95%xn2max
Case
Accel.
ratio
Structural
pounding
force
(kN)
Accel.
ratio
Structural
pounding
force
(kN)
Accel.
ratio
Structural
pounding
force
(kN)
Accel.
ratio
Structural
pounding
force
(kN)
1 4.71 130,800 4.30 116,640 4.85 106,620 2.41 41,100
2 1.57 89,760 2.02 94,440 2.72 104,460 1.48 40,020
3 2.37 12,3300 2.44 99,120 2.26 82,320 1.14 30,420
4 1.83 82,920 2.14 81,840 1.39 45,960 1.03 24,660
5 5.00 138,780 5.18 120,960 3.40 102,780 1.89 30,660
6 2.61 124,140 2.74 109,800 2.53 103,920 1.29 34,860
7 2.69 109,800 2.73 91,860 1.96 75,360 1.00 31,380
8 1.98 96,300 1.82 65,880 1.17 39,960 1.00 23,580
Table 4. Structural response quantities the case of fixed-base structure (kN, m, s).
Fixed-base structures
Kobe earthquake Northridge earthquake San Fernando earthquake
Case
Acceleration
ratio
Structural
pounding
force
(kN)
Acceleration
ratio
Structural
pounding
force
(kN)
Acceleration
ratio
Structural
pounding
force
(kN)
Less stiff structure, fundamental vibration period ¼ 0.575 s
1 5.90 157,980 5.78 130,020 9.92 210,360
2 6.42 164,280 4.53 128,520 6.03 167,280
3 6.32 169,620 4.08 142,740 6.65 217,560
4 3.66 95,820 4.82 116,880 1.20 26,820
5 6.50 175,980 6.67 141,840 10.38 252,720
6 7.02 222,300 5.11 146,400 8.32 242,040
7 5.16 192,360 5.69 143,100 9.51 239,400
8 2.79 94,440 2.93 72,780 1.00 13,380
Normal stiffness structure, fundamental vibration period ¼ 0.436 s
1 4.05 147,120 4.64 153,540 2.35 151,320
2 3.17 118,020 5.29 163,740 3.10 203,100
3 3.40 112,440 4.17 113,100 3.05 244,980
4 2.07 45,960 1.43 29,280 3.77 210,420
5 4.36 138,360 4.85 140,520 4.15 238,260
6 2.87 106,440 5.56 211,440 2.80 252,240
7 2.99 98,340 3.58 101,340 3.11 259,680
8 1.17 39,960 1.12 18,780 2.00 137,400
More stiff structure, fundamental vibration period ¼ 0.346 s
1 1.60 35,209 5.36 153,304 3.27 121,680
2 1.57 36,540 3.99 135,720 4.21 211,740
3 1.27 20,820 2.54 100,320 1.50 67,500
4 1.00 0 1.00 0 1.03 29,940
5 3.34 74,100 4.06 135,360 2.83 110,760
6 2.66 72,120 3.58 129,180 2.93 153,060
7 1.27 20,820 2.83 99,180 1.97 90,300
8 1.00 0 1.00 0 1.03 29,940
[AQ15]
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represents a severe load condition that could result
in significant structural damage. In addition, the
amplified acceleration response at the pounding
level indicates that pounding is especially harmful
for sensitive equipment or secondary systems
having short periods.
6.2 Influence of gap width on structural response
The effects of variation in seismic gap distance on
superstructure peak acceleration and pounding severity are
studied under the NF Kobe earthquake considering a rigid
surrounding adjacent structure of variable height, accord-
ing to the eight cases of Figure 11. The responses are
obtained by varying the gap distance at pounding levels,
where the seismic gaps are taken 25%, 50%, 75% and 95%
of the peak displacement response at the pounding level
xn2max. The results of this study are presented in Table 2,
where the main observations are as follows:
. There is an initial increase in acceleration ratio at the
topmost floor up to a certain value of separation gap
distance and it decreases with further increase in the
gap distance. On the other hand, pounding intensity
becomes less severe as the separation seismic gap
increases.
. Similar to the acceleration ratio, double-side
pounding is a bit more severe than single-side
pounding at smaller seismic gaps, while single-side
pounding becomes more severe than the double-side
one as the separation seismic gap increases.
. If there is no practical space limitation, increasing
the seismic gapwidth represents an effective solution
to avoid or at least minimise structural response
magnification and the possibly resulting damage.
7. Pounding of an RNC-isolated structure with
adjacent structures
In this section, the RNC isolator is presented as an
alternative solution of seismic isolation under NF ground
motions considering limited seismic gaps using the RNC-
isolated structure of Figure 9. The integrated buffer
mechanism and the non-expensive source of high damping
together with being rolling-based allow the RNC isolator
to compromise between the peak structural acceleration
and displacement besides the peak bearing displacement
itself. Using the nonlinear time-history analysis, this study
first investigates the ability of the RNC isolator’s buffer to
limit lateral bearing displacement in Section 7.1. Then, the
RNC isolator ability to limit pounding with adjacent
structures is explored in Section 7.2. After that, the
influence of RNC isolator’s buffer on isolated structural
responses is considered in Section 7.3. Finally, the study
attempts to find the appropriate RNC isolator character-
istics for NF isolation with limited seismic gaps in Section
7.4. The RNC-isolated structure is excited only in the X
direction by a single unidirectional ground motion
component at a time, to focus on double-side pounding
in this section.
7.1 Ability of RNC isolator’s buffer to limit lateral
bearing displacement
From this section on, all features of the RNC isolator listed
in Sections 3 and 3.1 are incorporated into the carried out
nonlinear time-history analyses. This section presents and
discusses the results of 336 case studies of the RNC-
isolated structure, of Figure 9, regarding the influence of
RNC isolator’s design displacement, buffer stiffness and
separation seismic gap on the peak bearing, or isolated
base, displacement. Under Northridge earthquake, the 3D
bar plots of Figure 12 illustrate the variation of peak
bearing displacement considering four main RNC isolator
designs having design displacements of 20, 30, 40 and
50 cm in Figure 12(a)–(d), respectively. In each figure, the
separation seismic gap extends from the corresponding
isolator’s design displacement up to 66 cm, which
represents the maximum unsafe seismic gap that still
permits pounding of the RNC-isolated structure with the
adjacent rigid structure, having the same height, under the
selected NF earthquake.
Figure 12 demonstrates that the RNC isolator is able to
limit the peak bearing displacements to the preselected
design displacements at high values of buffer stiffness.
The influence of seismic gap distance on the peak bearing
displacement appears only at low values of buffer stiffness
and then becomes invisible as the buffer stiffness
increases. At lower seismic gaps, the peak RNC isolator
displacement is relatively low and increases with the
increase in seismic gaps at relatively low values of the
buffer stiffness, particularly, at smaller design displace-
ments of the RNC isolator as in Figure 12(a),(b). Both
buffer stiffness and seismic gap have no influence on the
peak bearing displacement as the former exceeds 1e6 kN/
m, which is a common observation of Figure 12(a)–(d).
7.2 Ability of RNC isolator to limit pounding with
adjacent structures
The main consequence of successfully limiting the peak
bearing displacement to a preselected isolator design
displacement is increasing the separation seismic gap
between the RNC-isolated structure’s topmost floor and
the adjacent structure. Such result could be particularly
useful in the case of having limited or insufficient seismic
gaps that cannot accommodate the peak relative
displacement response of both adjacent structures. As a
result, this should eliminate partially, or even entirely, the
pounding contact between both closely spaced adjacent
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structures or at least minimises the possible pounding
intensity between them. Figure 13 shows the peak RNC-
isolated structure’s pounding forces with the adjacent
rigid structure, which correspond to those results of
Figure 12 at RNC design displacements of 20, 30, 40 and
50 cm, respectively. Such peak pounding values are
significantly higher than those of the fixed-base structure,
in Section 6, due to the higher kinetic energy of the
isolated structure just before impact.
However, it seems obvious that the RNC isolator has
completely eliminated pounding between adjacent struc-
tures at 55%, 64%, 85% and 89% of the maximum unsafe
seismic gap of 66 cm, at RNC design displacements of 20,
30, 40 and 50 cm, respectively. Moreover, and just before
entire elimination of structure pounding, the peak pounding
intensity seems to decrease with the increase in buffer
stiffness, separation seismic gap and the RNC design
displacement, mainly at relatively low design displacement
as in Figure 13(a)–(c). According to Figure 13(a)–(c), the
trend of the RNC-isolated structure’s pounding seems to
decrease as the RNC isolator’s design displacement
increases before entire elimination of RNC-isolated
structure pounding, but it starts to increase again at bigger
design displacement as demonstrated by Figure 13(d). This
result is not exactly similar to the corresponding trend of
structure pounding in Section 6.2, which tends to always
decrease with the increase in seismic gap.
The corresponding inner pounding of an RNC isolator
is shown in Figure 14(a)–(d) at RNC design displacements
of 20, 30, 40 and 50 cm, respectively. This inner pounding
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Figure 12. Peak RNC-isolated base displacement against seismic gap width and buffer stiffness for different isolator’s design
displacements of (a) 20 cm; (b) 30 cm; (c) 40 cm; (d) 50 cm, under Northridge earthquake.
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represents the main, unfavourable, direct result of
activating the RNC isolator’s buffer mechanism, just
after exceeding a preselected design displacement. The
other, favourable, result of buffer activation is certainly the
partial or full elimination of an RNC-isolated structure
with the closely spaced adjacent structures. Based on those
figures, the main observations are as follows:
. The inner RNC isolator pounding increases with the
increase in buffer stiffness before and after getting
rid of structure pounding.
. Before removal of structure pounding, the RNC
isolator’s inner pounding decreases with the
increase in the separation seismic gap, but it
remains unchanged after structure pounding elim-
ination even with further increase in seismic gap.
. The RNC isolator’s inner pounding seems to
decrease as its design displacement increases,
particularly before entire elimination of RNC-
isolated structure pounding as illustrated in
Figure 14(a)–(c), but it starts to increase again at
bigger design displacement as in Figure 14(d).
. Although the inner pounding of an RNC isolator may
approach the overall structure pounding of some cases
in Section 6, the activation of the RNC isolator’s
buffer offers more critical advantages. For example, it
is not only able to minimise or even prevent direct
structure-to-structure pounding, and consequently the
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Figure 13. Peak RNC-isolated structure pounding, at the topmost floor, against seismic gap width and buffer stiffness for different
isolator’s design displacements of (a) 20 cm; (b) 30 cm; (c) 40 cm; (d) 50 cm, under Northridge earthquake.
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possibly resulting severe local or global structural and
non-structural damages, but it also distributes
pounding regularly on the isolated base floor in-plan
area and keeps pounding always within the solid
metallic body of the RNC isolator. Therefore, the
RNC isolator’s buffer could always prevent direct
structure-to-structure pounding contact.
7.3 Influence of RNC isolator’s buffer on isolated
structural responses
This section investigates themain impact of partial or entire
elimination of the RNC-isolated structure’s pounding, with
adjacent structure, on its response. Figure 15 shows the
variation of peak ratios of four structural response
quantities against the RNC isolator’s design displacement
and its buffer stiffness. In this section, a peak ratio
represents the quotient of a peak response quantity of the
RNC-isolated structure after pounding and the correspond-
ing peak response value of a fixed-base structure with no
pounding. The only source of pounding in this section
results from the activation of the RNC isolator buffer
mechanism, where a sufficiently wide seismic gap is
selected to prevent structure-to-structure pounding.
Figure 15(a),(b) illustrates how pounding deteriorates
the isolation efficiency, regarding the peak absolute
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Figure 14. Peak RNC isolator’s inner pounding against seismic gap width and buffer stiffness for different isolator’s design
displacements of (a) 20 cm; (b) 30 cm; (c) 40 cm; (d) 50 cm, under Northridge earthquake.
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structural acceleration ratios at the topmost floor and the
isolated base floor, respectively. Only at very small buffer
stiffness, the peak acceleration ratios are acceptable. Such
acceleration ratios become worse, more amplified, with
the increase in buffer stiffness and the decrease in RNC
isolator’s design displacement, similar to the variation of
maximum base shear ratio in Figure 15(c) and the peak
drift ratio of Figure 15(d) against bearing design
displacement and its buffer stiffness. The peak drift ratios
of Figure 15(d) may be acceptable under severe loading
conditions because the majority of their values are less
than or equal to 0.50%, which means negligible structural
damage according to Structural Engineers Association of
California (SEAOC, 1999). Moreover, all drift ratio
percentages of Figure 15(d) are significantly lower than
1.5%, which means minor to moderate damage as stated in
(SEAOC, 1999).
7.4 Appropriate RNC isolator characteristics for NF
isolation with limited seismic gaps
This section attempts to mitigate, or even eliminate, the
negative influence of the RNC isolator’s pounding on
structural response. The study target is to minimise or
prevent structure-to-structure pounding using the RNC
isolator with minimum or no arising drawbacks. One
attempt intends to directly deal with the already existing
RNC isolator pounding. This is achieved through the
insertion of some extra damping units (EDUs) shown in
Figure 16 at the isolation level between the RNC isolator
devices, such that the EDUs are arranged symmetrically to
generate no torsional responses. The EDUs have the same
height as the used RNC isolators and are fixed similarly to
the upper isolated base mass and to the lower foundation
part. The EDUs combine many non-touching metallic
yield dampers to provide additional hysteretic damping
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Figure 15. Peak response quantities ratios (isolated/fixed) against seismic gap width and buffer stiffness for different isolator’s design
displacements under Northridge earthquake: (a) absolute acceleration at the topmost floor; (b) absolute acceleration at the isolated base
floor; (c) base shear; (d) drift ratio.
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and/or elastic stiffness. In this study, 15 EDUs are used,
each comprises 32 metallic yield dampers made of lead
and having a diameter of 60mm to mainly provide
adequate additional damping with negligible stiffness at
the isolation level.
The other attempt to avoid the RNC isolator’s
pounding is through reducing its horizontal flexibility to
a degree that allows for some reasonable structure–ground
decoupling and prevents any pounding contact of the
RNC-isolated structure with adjacent structures. Accord-
ingly, the resulting peak bearing displacement will be
lower than a chosen relatively small design displacement
of the RNC isolator, while the peak horizontal displace-
ment of the RNC-isolated structure will be below the
selected seismic gap. This could achieve reasonably
efficient isolation with no pounding at all.
In this section, the seismic gap between the RNC-
isolated structure and the surrounding adjacent one is
Seismic gap of anRNC2 isolated structure
# xdes þ SAB
2
; ð8Þ
where xdes is the RNC isolator’s design displacement and S
is the horizontal separation distance, between two fixed-
base structures A and B, which is obviously equal to the
peak relative displacement response xrel between those
adjacent fixed-base structures. The separation distance S is
given by Jeng, Kasai, and Maison (1992) and Penzien
(1997)
SAB ¼ xrel ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2A þ x2B 2 2 rAB xA xB
q
; ð9Þ
where xA, xB and xrel are the mean peak displacement
values of the two adjacent structures and their relative
displacement, respectively. Based on the period ratio
r ¼ TB=TA, the correlation coefficient r is given by Der
Kiureghian (1980) and Grigoriu (1981) for two adjacent
structures with equal damping ratio j as
rAB ¼ 8 j
2ð1þ rÞr 3=2
ð12 r 2Þ2 þ 4 j2rð1þ rÞ2 ð10Þ
In this section, the design displacement of the RNC
isolator is taken as 30.0 cm, while the calculated separation
distance according to Equations (9) and (10) is found to be
25.20 cm. Therefore, and according to Equation (8), a
relatively small seismic gap is considered in this section as
38.0 cm.
Figure 17 demonstrates the results of the above-
mentioned two attempts to achieve efficient seismic
isolation under severe NF earthquakes considering limited
seismic gaps. Two identical RNC-isolated structures are
considered. The first is provided with 15 EDUs and has a
fundamental vibration period of 2.0 s to permit pounding,
while the other has no EDUs and has a fundamental
vibration period of 1.0 s to avoid any pounding under the
most severe ground excitation among the three NF
earthquakes of Table 2, and consequently under the other
two relatively weaker ones. According to Figure 17(a)–
(d), it seems evident that the existence of pounding,
regardless of its source, always deteriorates the isolation
efficiency because the resulting peak absolute structural
acceleration and base shear are times their corresponding
values in a fixed-base structure. However, the addition of
the EDUs has significantly reduced the peak structural
response quantities as well as the pounding intensity of
Damper head Upper plate
Lower
plate Lower plate
Damper
head
Grooves
Grooves
Damper
Damper
Figure 16. A possible solution for additional metallic yield dampers arrangement.
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both structure-to-structure pounding and RNC isolator
inner pounding. This observation of the EDUs behaviour
may motivate more future studies on their ability to
mitigate pounding.
On the other hand, the attempt of using a less-flexible
RNC isolator seems to be more practical in achieving
reasonably efficient seismic isolation with no structural
nor RNC isolator’s inner pounding, especially under the
selected most severe NF San Fernando earthquake.
To fairly judge the efficiency of this second attempt
under the limited seismic gap and RNC isolator’s design
displacement, a trial and error design process is carried out
to reach the most adequate RNC isolator design
characteristics under each of the three considered NF
ground motions individually. This aims at finding the
maximum possible reduction percentage of the RNC-
isolated structure responses just before exceeding the
chosen RNC isolator design displacement or the selected
seismic gap to get no pounding anywhere. Figure 18
demonstrates the peak absolute structural acceleration
time history and some other main peak response quantities
considering the most adequate design of the RNC isolator
under each of the three NF ground motions. The main
outcome of this figure is that the RNC isolator is able to
reduce the peak structural response quantities to a
reasonably accepted degree at very small isolation periods
under severe NF earthquakes and limited seismic gaps
with absolutely no structure-to-structure pounding nor
RNC inner pounding.
8. Conclusions
This paper evaluated the seismic behaviour of closely
spaced fixed-base building structures in NF zones
considering structural pounding at different heights,
from one or both sides and at different gap width
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Figure 17. Two attempts to achieve efficient seismic isolation under severe NF earthquakes considering limited seismic gaps: (a) peak
structural accelerations; (b) structural base shear; (c) corresponding structural pounding at the highest floor; (d) corresponding RNC
isolator pounding.
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through nonlinear time-history analysis. Then, the
paper presented a recently proposed seismic isolation
system, with an inherent buffer mechanism, as a non-
traditional solution to avoid direct pounding of isolated
structures with their surrounding adjacent buildings.
Besides achieving anti-seismic protection, the used
approach aims at optimising the possible damage repair
and the needed maintenance works after earthquakes.
The used isolation system is referred to as the RNC
isolator.
The obtained results showed that the peak structural
responses due to pounding are usually located within the
top third of structure height, particularly the topmost
floor as in stiff structures, except the cases of heavy mass
and flexible structures where the amplified peak
responses are worse and take place at the pounding
floor level. It was also found that the RNC isolator’s
buffer mechanism is able to draw down any possible
pounding of the isolated superstructure to be within the
isolator solid limits. This entirely prevents direct
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Figure 18. Lowest response quantities of the RNC-isolated structure considering the appropriate RNC isolator characteristics to achieve
isolation without any pounding at a seismic gap of 38 cm and an RNC isolator design displacement of 30 cm: (a) peak absolute structural
acceleration under Kobe earthquake; (b) peak response quantities under Kobe earthquake; (c) peak absolute structural acceleration under
Northridge earthquake; (d) peak response quantities under Northridge earthquake; (e) peak absolute structural acceleration under San
Fernando earthquake; (f) peak response quantities under San Fernando earthquake.
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structure-to-structure pounding but on the account of
amplifying its acceleration and drift responses. However,
such amplified responses might lead to only minor or
moderate structural damage under severe NF earthquakes
with 1.20g PGA. Nevertheless, such damage could be
avoided entirely using stiffer RNC isolators to achieve
seismic response reductions up to 69.0% under the same
severe loading conditions and limited seismic gaps with
no seismic pounding at all.
In this paper, the main two unique advantages of using
the RNC isolator with respect to the other available
isolation systems are its inherent buffer mechanism, which
is able to entirely prevent direct seismic pounding of
isolated superstructures, and the device’s ability to provide
efficient seismic isolation at small isolation periods of 1.0 s
under strong NF earthquake having high displacement and
velocity pulses. This low isolation period represents nearly
one-half or one-third of the needed isolation periods of
other isolation systems to start being effective. Thanks to
the adopted rolling motion mechanism of the RNC
isolator, which requires less lateral force to initiate
isolation compared to elastomeric and friction-based
isolation devices.
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